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From August 1 through October 31, 2015, customers who buy any StudioLive AI console mixer will also 
get automatically upgraded to Studio One 3 Professional. If you’re looking for a professional studio 
solution (even in your very own home), this is the way to go.
StudioLive AI Mixers make a great choice for studio production work for 3 reasons: great sound, flexibility, 
and software integration.

Let’s Start with Great Sound
96 kHz HD Recording Mode
XMAX Preamps
Burr Brown Converters
The same 64-bit summing, eq, and compression as Studio One 3 Professional
 
Flexibility For Every Studio Environment
An integrated FireWire 800 Audio Interface with LOTS of channels (48 x 34 with a StudioLive 32.4.2)
Inserts on each channel for integrating external gear
14 Auxes for independent headphone mixes
Dedicated Fat Channels and effects processing processing for getting a great sound while tracking (with 
no latency).
Independent Solo Bus
Summing Control Room Bus
Talkback and more
 
Tight Software Integration
QMix for every player, so they can control their mix levels from their iPhone while recording
Make your mix environment more accurate through Smaart analysis and StudioLive’s EQ on the master 
bus
Use Spectral Analysis to head off Phase problems
Now with Studio One 3 Artist…and through October 31st, Studio One 3 Professional! (more on this 
below)
 
Benefits of the Studio One / StudioLive Connection
The StudioLive AI mixers and Studio One 3 play very nicely together. In fact, any settings you make in the 
StudioLive’s Fat Channel during recording are non-destructive—these settings can be imported into your 
Studio One session for additional tweaking during your mix process. Furthermore, StudioOne includes 
template configurations for all of our mixers and interfaces, so once you’ve connected the StudioLive to 
your computer and fired up Studio One, you’ve only got to make about two clicks before you’re recording. 
Smart stuff!  
With all the additional effects, instruments, editing and Sound Design capabilities (like parallel processing 
FX chains) that come with the auto upgrade to Studio One 3 Professional.  The StudioLive Production 
Suite is the ultimate solution for your recording studio (while still an incredible solution for live sound 
production and recording).
This offer is available worldwide. Just get yourself a StudioLive AI before October 31 2015, and you’ll 
receive a download link for Studio One 3 Professional in your my.presonus.com account when you 
register your mixer.


